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The transformation properties oí the electromagnetic fields-
originated by the mation oí a system composed oí charges and peles -
under strong time rever sal are discussed. A rnodified version oí the
Cabibbo-Ferrari theory of charges and poles is presented. In this
appraach we use two independent electromagnetic fields and, therefore,
the mixing gauge equation does not appear. It is concluded that there
are physical reasons forbidding~e identificatian, or even superpo-
sition, of the e.m. fields created by subluminal charges and poles.
The purely formal analogies which gave origin to Parkerl~ conjecture
are discussed as well. A two-photon framework is necessary.

I~TROIlUcrICN

Since the discovery ln 1956 oE P and e violations by the weak
leptonic interactions(l) discrete symmetries have received considerable
attention in elementaI)' particle physics(Z), and sorne others possible
violations have been reparted: pe violations(3), and T violatian in the
K~ decays(4) in the usual manopales theoTies(5) An excellent critical
review on the methodology of the PCT theorem, in the fTam~urk
oE the Wightman formalism, was given by Santilli and Ktorides(6). The
implications of discrete space-time symmetries in classical electrodyna-
mies h3\T 31sc hecn recentIy considcred(7).
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On the other hand, in 1969 Parkcr(8) conjcctured, in the framc-
wark of his two dimensional extended relativity. thc physical equiva-
lcnce of a superluminal charge and a subluminal magnetic polco Since
thcn, this equivalence has bcen extensiycly used in tachyonic thco--

rics(9,10). Parkcr's ccnsidcrations on charges and poles ~eTeof
classical nature and. in fact, a hast of difficulties have been found(11)
in the attempts to construct a tachyonic guantum ficId thcory. Canse-
quentI)'. we shall limit OUT considerations to thc framework oí classical
ficId theory and the standard theoIY of relativity.

We show that the behaviour oí the clectromagnctic fields created
by charges and poles under strong time reversa] oblige liS to introduce
two elcctromagnctic potentials. This is nothing more than the Cabibbo-
Ferrari approach(12). But we go a little further. In faet our conclus-
sions indicate a non-equivalence bctween the e.m. fields cTcated by
eharges and poles. This fact Oblige us to eliminate the Cabibho-Ferrari
relation cOIUleeting "mixing gauges" and, therefore, a two photon !heoT}'
of clectromagnetism must be used if ever the monopoles are found.

Our reasoning is vcry simple and could be briefer. On the con-
trary, we have preferred to discuss sorne closely related topics ~nich.
like diality. will help the reader in a hetter understanding of the
difference betwecn the f01ll1alanalogies and tbe physically hased ana-
~ogies that are used in the hibliography. ~e have aeted so hecause it
is our opinion that many points in relation with this theme. in par-
ticular Parker's conjecture. have not been clarified earlier because,
mI one hand, oí the considerable confussion existing in the literature
about the mcaning oí the discrete synmetries in a classieal sehmlc and,
on the othcr hand. beeause oí the extended tendeney of taking any formal
analogy betwcen íormulae, as a physically significative one. Partieu-
lady, Pintaeuda distinction between "strong" and "weak" transforma-
tions(13) sccms to us and important point, still waiting diffusion
among thc cornmunity oí physicists.

The plan oí this papcr goes as fol1ows: We brieny present in
Part I Parker's conjecture. In Part JI we discuss the diality trans-
fonmations. In Part III we sketch the two potential approach oí Cabibbo
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and Ferrari. In Section IV we discuss the physical consequen\'es of

a strong transfonnation changing the sense oí the velocities. In Part

V wc point out the difference between OUT approach and CabibbwFerra-

Ti 's. Parker's conjecture is dealt with and other consequences are

discussed.

I. PARKER'S =.JECIURE

Parker(8), in his extended two dimensional relativltv ~dS lcJ

to the transfonnation fonnulae.

E By exp(a) (E' B') Ez + B -exp(a) (E' B' ) 1z z y , y z ~

E + Bz = exp(a) (El + B') Ey Bz = -exp(a) (E' - B'l r ,(1)'y Y z' y "

exp( -a) ( ll/' -1/2 Iv-e (v+ el
)

connecting the transversal e.m. fields measured in two inertiAl systems
oí relative speed v. v > c.

Whenv = CID is a = O, and therefore v.e have:

Ez B E' B' Ez + B (E' ..~¡y z y y z
i?)

Ey + B = E' + B' Ey B = - (E' B;)z y z z Y

If the primed indexes refer to the sublLuninal system, denoting the e.m.

fields in th.is system by the symbol .¡., the solution oí (2) can bt' written

in the fonn:

(3)

If. at the same t iroe, we transfonn the space-ti.me variables according

with the formulae.
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x - ct

x + ct

-exp(-a) (x' - ctO)} ,

exp(a) (x' + ct')
( 4)

Ma.xwell's equations remain invariant under the simultaneous substitution

defined by (1) and (4).
Eq. (3) suggestcd to Parkcr the possibilit}' " ... that chargcd

tachyons might have properties similar to those of magnetic monopoles".

Although Parker himself considered the connection between charged
tachyons and peles as purely suggestive - the mOTe so since it is well
kno~n that isotropyc oí space is not compatible with a real linear group
of transfonmations-Parker's suggcstions have been recently discussed in
thc framework of extended relativity. For example, it has bccn asserted
that "only ane electranagnetic chargc is expected to exist, which behaves

as clectric when subltuninal and as magnetic when superllUIlinal,,(9). We
are no! interested, at least in this papcr, in discussing the validity

of the connection which identifies the duality bradyon-tachyon with the

duality chargc-pole(14), because many critical remarks about this point

and about the superlight transforrnations can be found elsewhere(10) .

Weconsider as a much more reliable ground, in order to make our point

about rnagnetic poles, the frarnework provided by the standard subltuninal

electrodynamics. Ke shall shO\\ that Parker's conjecture was guided by

the [onnal analogy inherent in fonnulae (3), in .•.•ñich one apparcntly

obsen"cs that a mere changing of referential system does transfonn a

~ electric fieId (~Bz = O, ~By = O) into a purely magnetic fieId

(tE
y

= O, 1E
z

= O). Wcshall sce that there are intrinsic propcrties

distinguishing the e.m. fields crcated by a charge from those originated

by a poleo According to us this precious information distinguishing

chargcs and poles cannot be'lost by a mere changing oí referential, no

matter whether or not thc new referential is a subluminal or a super-

luminal one.

11. CRlTICAL REMARKSON DIALITY TRANSFORMATICl>lS

Jt is known that in the prcsence oí electric charges and peles

r-1aXWellequations can bc written in the fonu:
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div E 1: ce div ji °m

J. frotB=E+ j. rot E : -Ji
I SI

These equations shaw the formal sYJI1lletry.

E- E cose + Ji senS B- E sene + Ji cos6

p' pecose + Pm senS Pm Pesen6 + Pm cosee

J; lecos6 + Jm senS J- : Teseo6 + lm cosem

that is usualIy referred to as "diality',(15).

In particular, when e = n/2, Eqs. (6) gives us,

(6)

E- , Ji jj'- (7)

that is, an apparent interchanging of electrie and magnetic entities.
Thetransfonnations fonnulae (6) are .relevant in the theory of

magnetie poles(9) sinee Eq. (6) and (7) do show a fonnal symnetry in

the roles pIayed by electric and magnetic properties. A similar fonnal
syrrmetry was reported here in relation with Eq. (3) J equation which
led Parker to the physical identification oí thc fields created by

charges and poles. Befare showing that these fonnal analogies are no!
sufficient fey concluding the physical identification oí the e.m.
ficlds created by charges and poles, let liS point out sorne remarks in
relation with Eq. (6).

These transíormations have been recently considered by Mignani
et al(9) in relation with the Hertz tensor forro oí Maxwell equations(16),

(8)

!! being
tensor.
íor the

the antisymmetric Hertz tensor and J the antisymmetric source
This formulation oí Maxwell equations present sorne advantages
introduction oí the Cabibbo-Ferrary relation.
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(9)

where p{J and ¡fJ are the two electromagnetic potentials, defioed by.

( 10)

and H being defiocd by,

H • 1/2 E'uva H
va

In this formulat ion , the equation,

( 11)

provides the value oí the e.m. field tensor F which value is invariant
under the gauge transformation,

( 12)

fTan which ane easily gets the Cabibbo-Ferrari "null-field condi tiOO5".

given by Eq. (9), restricting the values oí the e.m. fields created by
charges and pales.

According to us, the role played by diality in the formulation oí
Hertz's framew-ork is very confusing for the fol1~ing reasons:

11. 1. Thc one-parameter group oí transformations dcfined by Eq. (6) i5

not the rore adequate group oí synmetries oí Eq. (S). because the two-
pararneter group defined by the equations,

E- aE+bB j¡- -hE + .,¡
p' aPe + bPm p' -bPe + a :m ( 13)e m
J; .aje + bJm J; -bJ 't- a lme

a' + b' " O
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is a group oí symmetries oí Eq. (S), as well. This group contains the
diality group oí Eq. (6) when a2 + h2 = 1. As far as we know there are
no physical arguments far giving preference to the standard Eq. (6)
ayer the more general fannulae (13).

11.2. Both Eqs. (6) and (13) possess a more formal than physical con-
tent, like Parker's suggestions in relation with Eq. (3). Indeed, sinee
Eq. (S) are linear, it is obvious that to a certain linear superposition
oí the physical sources Pe' Pm• Te' Tm, there corresponds another linear
supeJ1>Osition oí the fields which satisfy Eq. (5) as well. Nevertheless,
neither Eqs. (6) nor (13) have a real physical meaning, sinee we cannot
asstun€'that the linear corrbinations oí Pe and Pro appearing in Eqs. (6)
and (13) do indicate the possibility oí substituting the sources of
E (Pe) by the sources oí B (Pm). The physical reasons, showing clearly
why the formal analogies suggested when looking at Eqs. (6) and (13)
cannot be given full physical meaning, shall become clear in Section IV.

111. mE TWO POTENfIAL APPROAQl TO MAXWELLEQJATI0<5

The covariant fonn oí the Ma.xwell-Lorentz equations for a system
composed of charges and peles is,

(14)

dvlJ _ F~v
<lT - e

sources oí the íields and (e,g)

of a puntifonn magnetic
of them is it pessible

in the case
in the case oí a macroscopic bundlesource nor

to have,

je and jm being the electric and rnagnetic
the charges oí the test particle.

lt is known(17) that neither

~ ~
B rot A
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~at least if A is assumed to be a well behaved vector fieId. Indeed,
~if A is regular and single valucd, Stokes's thcorern gives:

J rot A • d's = J div(rot.A) d3v = O (15)

On the other hand, ~hxwell's equations and Stokes' theorem imply,

that is, a different result to Eg. (15) is obtained. If. far instance,
OUT systcm contains only a magnetic pole, the a-priori imposition oí a~ ~Coulombian behaviour oí B and, at the same time, div B = O conducts,uS
to a possible solution oí the form,

A '\, cotga/r' up

having a singularity far e = o and 8 =~. In this way the spherical
symmetry oí the saliTce is destroyed(17). The singularities oí A are
nothing more than Dirac-Schwinger strings(18).

We know, today. that the Dirac approach to Eq. (1~) is not the
unique ane. In faet, both the quantization oí the electrical charge
and the need oí not introducing additional degrees of freedom fo~ the
elcctramagnctic fields are conditions satisfied in the Cabibbo-Ferrari
theory(7). The two potcntial approach of these authors is not only
free of thc unphysical strings, but it seems to be the obvious mathema-
tical context for treating thc linear equations (14). These equations
being linear, the solutian oí them can be obviously expressed as a linear
combination oí the solution oí the equations,

a FVv .V a j:lJ\! O (16)
v Je v

and
a F"V = o d F~\! =/ (17)
v v ID

Both oí the equations ( 16) and (17) penni t the introduction of a regular
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and well behaved ¡x:>tential, \oonich we denote by Ae and Am.

To avoid the use Di two independent potentials, Cabibbo-Ferrari
were led to introduce not only the ordinary gauge transfonmations,

A~ ..•A~ • aIJ A
e e

They were obligedJ as well, to assume that Ae and Am werc physically
identieal and, therefore, that the e.m. fields Obtained íTem Ae and ~
were cntities with identieal physical properties. This being so, they
were able to introduce addi tional gauge transforrnations. mixing Ae
and Am,

A -+ A + Ale e e ( 18)

Since the unique e.m. field tensor E introduced by them (Ae ~ A,
Am ~ 8) is given by Eq. (11), its value will not be changed if che
"mixing gauges" are connected by the ''null-field condi tion",

, A' -, A' + E ,P A'o = O .
lJ ev \) el! U'J¡)O ro

( 19)

This Eq. is interpreted as a constrain ~nich limits thc additional
degrees oi freedom associated with the use oí ~ e.m. potentials.

It will be sh~n. in Section V, that there are physical reasons
preventing che mixing of che e.m. fields appearing in Eq. (9) and (19)
and that, thercíore. both conditions must dis3rrear. In this way Ae
and -\ become independent and two electromagnetic field tensors Fe
and F have to be used (two-photon theory).

m

IV. TIIE TRANSFORloIATION OF TIJE ELECfRCNAGNET1C FIElllS

UNDER STRONG TIME REVERSAL. \I\iEN V/C «1

Let us suppose that we have a systcm ~ composed oí charges and
peles moving in a certain way in relation to a certain referential.
Consider thc system ~ Obtained from the s>~tem ~ by changing exclusive-
ly the sense of the velocities oí all the sources (charges and poles)
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contained in ~ (classical time reversal). Th~s kind~of transfonmation.
LIl WhICh ~e and ~m rem.Tin unchangcd and both je and jm chan~e in sign.

is a "strong transformatlon" in thc tenninology introduced by Pinta-
cuda( 13)

Kc stress that thlS ",'ay oC con5idering T-reversal is no! the usual

one of Quantum field Thcory, in "hlCh thcorr a pseudoscalar character
i5 ascribed to P

rn
(19). The difference is that OUT classical T-reversal

is a strang transformatíon, since en!y transfonnations of geornetrical

objects in Minkovsky space i5 penmitted: in OUT case the transforma-
tíon is v ~ -v. On the othCT hand, T-reversal, as usual!y cmployed in
the rnrr thcorcm of Quantum I-iclJ TheonJ6) is a weak transfonnation,
in ~hich thc signs oC the charges and poles a~lnvolved as well(19).
At a classical level . as 5trongly remarked by AharoTIl and others(20)-
a changlng of the sign of '"eor "m under ~trong transfonnations has no
sense at al l. In faet, 1t LS up to liS to choose a transformation under
which only the scnsc oí th~ velocities of the sources is rever5ed.

A1though the transformation v .•.. Y, considercd by us, lS a global
transformatíon mld, thcrcforc, its Umplications have an appreximate
value, wc are going to see that it5 consequenccs are far reaching.

Indeed, being clear the meaning attached to our time inversion
operation, suppose that we ca1l CEe' Be) and (Ero ' B~ the electromag-
netic fields created, respective!y, by the electric and magnetic sources
of system~. Then, the fields created in the system ~ are.

-B )
e ..

This situation shows that, had we ~Titten (E +E ,B +B i fer theemenr'
total electromagnetic field creatcd by the system~, then this total
field wou1d not have a defined behaviour under the I inversion opera.
tion on the sources. The only way of ascertain the behaviour of the
total field (Et, B

t
) undcr our transformation would be the reso1ution

of it in terros of its rnagnetic and electric parts (Ee, Be)' (Em, Bro).
From all this it follows that the electromagnetic field created

by a system in which only magnetic source peles are present can be
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physical1y distinguished from the electromagnetic fieId created by

another system in which cnly electric chargcs are presento Indeed. if
under the transfonnation v ... -v the electric field is fotmd to change
in sign, we can be SUTe that the SOUTces are oí magnetic nature. If,
00 the contral)'. it i5 the magnetic field which i5 obscrved to change
in sign, the sources are ~ electrical. Therefore, by mixing E ..•. .•..•. e
Be with Em, Bm physical informatioo i5 lost: the information ~nich te!]
us what kind oí saUTce -electric ay magnetic- was rcsponsible far the
creation oí a particular (E . B). This i5 precious informatioo, ~hich
in no way can be penni tted to be lost by pemitting the 1ioear conbina

••. ••. -+ ••.ticos E + E and B + B .
em em -+-+ ••.••.

Sincc, according to us, (Ee, Be) and (Ern, Bm) are couples oí
physieal magnitudes intrinsically different -in faet our strong v- re-
versal ean distinguish between them, as expIained aboYe - the use oí
a single electromagnetic ficId tensor FUV is no longer perrrUtte~. ~
Thereíore, Eq. (9) carmot be safely writtcn, since the mixings E + Ero

~ ~ e
and Be + Bm are Umplicitly eontained i~ it. For identicaI physieal
reasons the null-íield conclition (19) eannot be maintained.

The strong v-reversal approaeh to Eq. (S) has obliged USo there-
fore, to assumc a Cabibbo-Ferrari two-potential description. These two
potentials have to be independent and must be kept tmJJlixed. To each
oí them is associated a di fíerent kind oí photon in an eventual quanti-
fication oí our classical theory. The duplicity of the neutrino fields
eones inmediateIy to mnd. The aboye argt.UllCntscan be equally applied
to any physieal system ~ in ~nich two kinds oí sourees 51 and 52 are
present. sources which possess the following charaeteristics: ~hen 51
is at rest, only the ficId El is observed; ~nen 51 is in motion we ob-
serve E} and the relativistic effect, proportional to the veloeity oí
the source, Eí . El, E; acts on a test particle oí type s} via a direct
eoupling and a coupling with the velocity oí the test particle. On the
other hand, when the souree 52 is at rest enly the field E2 is observed;
when 52 is in motion we observe a ficld Eí, as well, proportional to
the velocity oí the source s2' E2• Eí acts on a test partiele oí type
51 via a coupling with the velocity of s} and a dircct coupling respec-
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tively. It is for this physical Tcason that we can say that (El. Eí)
and fE.• Eí) are coopIes of similar ficlds.

OuT contention 15 that the fields appearing lO ;j 'i3lre' couple

.:annot be mixed tü&ethcr, smce they transfonn in a different way

under the tran.o;;fonnations \' - -'l(. Thcrefore. c\"en if they aTe similar

fields, becausc of the similar ~ay oí being coupled to the test parti-
eles oí type SI. the transfonnation V - -v is able of distinguishing

between tbem and, accordingly. the fields appearing in the same couple

r.ust be treated as different ]ilysical enti tíes. 111i5is no! strange

since. far examplc. El is originated by a )ilysical SOlJrce at rest and

Eí by the IIDtion of a physical source 52 that. in principIe, has no

physical reJatíon at all with SI" The intrinsíe diffcrence bctwecn
thc sources (and the faet that Eí can be eliminated in a certain refe-

rential, while El carmot be eliminated in this way) is, in fact, re-

flected by the physical distinction that one has to keep between El

and Eí en one hand, and between f.;: and Eí on the other hand. In the

particular case of the e.m. fields created by charges and JXJles. the

abo"" cooples are [Ee• Em)and [ll"e' B.,l and the fact that Ee and Em
are different ¡jIysical entities forces us to the introduction oí two

electrcmagnet ic tensors Fe and Fm" As we have explained aboYe, Fe

and F cannot be superposed. 01 the other hand, the considerations ofro
this scction conceming the sources SI and S¿ have little relatíon with

Maxwell's equations, since we have introduced Eí and Eí as relativistic

effects originated by the JOOtionof an observer, which observed in 100-

tion the sources SI and 52-

V. lDICWSICNS

Whether or not magnetic poles exist in Nature is a question that

only experirnents can answcr(Z1). This work does not imply any restric-

tion cm the future possibi li ty oí finding them, al though the absence
of crossing synmetry and non-analyticity of the S-m,,:ltrixhave been rc-

ported(2Z) as consequences following !he existence of monoJXJlesin the

framework of quantum field theory.
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(e,g) under prescribed ex-
the completely s}~etric and

the motion of a dyon
Fm ",'ouldbe given by

OuT considcrations have beco classical, since the operational
ground oí strong transformations is oí classical nature. On the other
hand, the study oí magnetic peles at a classical level is by no means
an academdc issue, this nk~tterbeing a subject of recen! research(23);
in particular the unified ficId theories of Boal-~~ffat(24) seem to
forbid the existence oí magnetic pales.

OUT approach is similar to that oí Cabibbo-Ferrari and others(7) •
since two clectromagnetic potentials have beco introduced. Neverthe-
less OUT considerations have to differs from theirs hccause, as we have
cxplained, thc transformatíon V ~ -v is able to distinguish betwecn
the e.m. ficId crcated by charges and pales. Therefore wc carmo! coo-
sidcr as equivalent two physical entities, like Fe and Fm, having dif-
[erent ways of transformation under v ~ -v. The null-field condition
has been eliminated, since it connects, linearly. fie1ds like Ee and
Ero having different physical properties. Since we consider the two elec-
tranagnetic potentials Ae and \t, what we propose here is a NO ¡::hoton
theory.

In our theory,
ternal fields Fe and
covariant equation,

e Fll'V.V .•. e ¡;lJ'V • V .•. g ¡;uv . V .•. g FlJV • V
ev m'V ev m'V

(20)

which corrects Eq. (14), in which only one kind of e.m. field Fe was
used: thc e.m. field created exclusively by e1ectric sources. As can
be seen froro Eq. (20), the use of two independent e.m. fields dces
really complicate th0 study of the system composed by charges and poles,
a5 noticed in 1966 by Carithers et a1.(4). But thc arguments given
abovc leud, incvitably, to this duplicity of e.m. fields if a monopole
is ever found.

Our approach can shed sorne light on Parker's conjecture. The
formal identification suggested by Parker between Fe and Fm (as ex-
plained in Section 1 and 11) is not possible, simply bccause Fe and Fm
are difrerent physical objects. Acting otherwise w0uld be similar to
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idcntify. in strong interactions theory, the polar and axial parts oí

a physical current. Parker's conjecture v.as emmci3ted in 1969. Accord.

ing to us, the suggestions contained in the scientific literature Trior
to 1969 -particular!y th05e by Zocher-Torok(4) and Carithers et al 4)_

~erc sufficlent fOT solving the conjecturc in a way diffcrcnt to that
proposed by Parkcr: on1y the considerable confussion about the meaning

of strong and weak synvnctries has prcvented an earlier clarificatioTl on
these ~1ttcrs. For thi5 reason, the clarifying ideas of Pintacuda(13),
Aharoni and Luders(20) about strong and weak syrronetries merit much more

diffussion than they actual]y seem to have.
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